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Use this guide to assist in the installation of the Western Filters,   
Fuel Manager Pre-Filter Kit. This kit will only fit the stated vehicle.   
Although these kits are aimed at DIY enthusiasts, we suggest the  
inexperienced organise a mechanic to carry out the installation.

 •  Ensure the engine bay is clean and free from contaminants.
 •  The Fuel Manager unit has arrows which indicate flow 
    located under the ports.
 •  Install all fittings & plugs into the filter assembly using a 
    suitable thread paste such as Permalock Thread Sealant. 
** Kit contents may change due to refinement or parts availability.

Fitting Instructions:

before starting: please read this important information

1. Remove the 6mm nut from rear corner of the battery tray holding a
 bracket, also remove the 6mm bolt from the rear of the fuse box.
 Slide the bracket under the fuse box and over the stud on the
 battery tray. With supplied 6mm flange bolts secure the base of the
  bracket and refit the 6mm nut to the battery tray.
2. Mount the Fuel Manager filter to the bracket.
3. Install the elbow adaptors into the Fuel Manager filter head using
 thread paste sealant. These fittings will go on the side of the filter 
 head closest to the mudguard. Install the 12mm fittings into the
 elbows.
4. Lift the factory fuel filter out of its holding cradle. The hose closest
 to the mud guard on the factory filter is the inlet hose, this hose
 can be traced down to the firewall. This hose needs to be completely
 removed.
5. With the 12mm hose supplied place 1 piece onto the steel pipe on
 the firewall (this pipe comes from the tank). Using clamp supplied
 secure hose. Cut to size and join the other end of this hose onto the
 inlet of the Fuel Manager filter.
6. Then place one end of the remaining fuel hose onto the inlet of the 
 factory filter. Using supplied clamp secure hose. Refit the filter into it
 mounting bracket. Run the other end of the hose onto the out let of
 the Fuel Manager.
7. Bleed the fuel system by pumping the hand primer on the factory
 filter until it goes firm and start vehicle.

1x Fuel Manager 100 30 Micron Filter Assy
1x Vehicle Specific Bracket
2x NPT Straight 1/4” (12mm)
1x NPT Plug 1/4”
1x Push on 90° (12mm)
2x 12mm Fuel Line Rubber
2x Bolts & Nuts, 4x Washers
3x Zinc Bolts (6x25mm)
1x Washer 6mm
1x Hose Clamp

FM601DPK Kit Contains:

ISUZU D-Max  3.0L
CRD 380NM 130kW 4Cyl. FM601DPK
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